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Abstract 
Erd6s and Moser raised the problem of determining the largest number of maximal independent 
sets of a general graph G of order n and those graphs achieving this largest number. This problem 
was solved by Erd6s, and later Moon and Moser. It then was extensively studied for various 
classes of graphs, including trees, forests, (connected) graphs with at most one cycle, bipartite 
graphs, connected graphs, k-connected graphs and triangle-free graphs. This paper studies the 
problem for connected triangle-free graphs. In particular, we prove that every connected triangle- 
free graph of order n >/22 has at most 5.2 ~'' ~)2 (respectively, 2~'' ~ 2) maximal independenl 
sets if n is even (respectively, odd). Extremal graphs achieving this maximum value are also 
characterized. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywordr: Independent set; Maximal independent set: Connected graph; Triangle: Union: Leaf: 
Path; Cycle; Neighborhood 
1. Introduction 
In a graph G, an independent set is a subset S of V(G) such that no two vertices in 
S are adjacent. A maximal independent set is an independent set that is not a propel" 
subset of any other independent set. A maximum independent set is an independent set: 
of maximum size. Note that a maximum independent set is maximal but the converse 
is not always true. The set of all independent sets (respectively, maximal independem 
sets and maximum independent sets) of a graph G is denoted by I(G) (respectively. 
MI(G) and XI(G)) and its cardinality by i(G) (respectively, mi(G) and xi(G)). 
Erd6s and Moser raised the problem of determining the maximum value of mi(G) 
for a general graph G of order n and those graphs achieving the maximum value. This 
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problem was solved by Erd6s, and later by Moon and Moser [24]. It was then exten- 
sively studied for various classes of graphs in the literature. For instance, the problem 
for trees was independently solved by Wilf [26], Cohen [2], Sagan [25], Griggs and 
Grinstead [6], Meir and Moon [23] and Jou and Chang [12-14]; for forests and (con- 
nected) graphs with at most one cycle by Jou and Chang [12-14]; for bipartite graphs 
by Liu [21,22]; for connected graphs independently b  F(iredi [5] and Griggs et al. [7]; 
for k-connected graphs by Fan and Liu [3]; and for triangle-flee graphs by Hujter and 
Tuza [10]. Jou et al. [13,18] also considered the problem of determining raphs G sat- 
isfying mi(G)= k for a fixed k. In particular, it was proved [13,18] that a graph G has 
at most 2 k-1 ÷k-  2 vertices if mi(G)= k and G has no isolated or duplicated vertices. 
For other related, including algorithmic, results on mi(G), see [4,8, 11,17]. Compared 
to mi(G), there are less results for the parameters i(G) and xi(G); see [17,19,20] for 
the former and [1,9, 16, 17,27] for the latter. For a survey of these three parameters, 
see [15]. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the maximum value of mi(G) for a con- 
nected triangle-free graph G of order n. In particular, we prove that every connected 
triangle-free graph of order n~>22 has at most 5.2 (n-6)/2 (respectively, 2 (~-~)/2) max- 
imal independent sets if n is even (respectively, odd). Extremal graphs achieving this 
maximum value are also characterized. 
2. Preliminary 
We use Kn to denote a complete 9raph with n vertices, CA a cycle with n vertices 
and P, a path with n vertices. A graph is triangle-free if it does not contain a K3 as 
an induced subgraph. 
The neighborhood NG(x) of a vertex x is the set of vertices adjacent o x and the 
closed neiyhborhood No[x] is NG(x) U {x}. The deyree of x is degc(x ) = ]Nc(x)l. A 
vertex x is a leaf if degG(x) = 1. The maximum deyree of G is A(G) = max{degc(x): 
x E V(G)} and the minimum degree 6(G)= min{degc(x): x E V(G)}. 
For a set A C_ V(G), the deletion of A from G is the graph G-A obtained from G by 
removing all vertices in A and their incident edges. Two graphs G and H are disjoint 
if V(G)N V(H)=O. The union of two disjoint graphs G and H is the graph GUH 
with vertex set V(GUH)= V(G)U V(H) and edge set E(G UH)=E(G)UE(H) .  nG 
is the short notation for the union of n copies of disjoint graphs isomorphic to G. 
Throughout this paper, r denotes x/2. 
Lemma 1 (Hujter and Tuza [10]; Jou [12]). For any vertex x in a 9raph G, the fol- 
lowin9 hold. 
(1) mi(G)~<mi(G - x) + mi(G - No[x]). 
(2) I f  x is a leaf adjacent o y, then mi(G)= mi (G-  NG[x])÷ mi (G-  N6[y]). 
Lemma 2 (Ffiredi [5]). I f  n>>.6, then mi(C,)=mi(Cn_2) + mi(C,_3). 
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Fo (n) for even n Fo(n) for odd n >_ 5 Fl(n) for even n > 10 
Fig. 1. Graphs Fo(n) and Fl(n). 
Lemma 3. I fn =4 or n~>6, then mi(Cn)<~5r"-6<r " I <3r"-4. Furthermore, mi(C,,) 
: 5r n-6 only for  n : 6 or 8. 
Proof. The lemma holds for n~<8 since mi(C4)=2,  mi(C6)=5,  mi(CT)=7 and 
mi(Cs)=10.  Suppose n~>9. By the induction hypothesis, mi(C, 2)~<5r" s and 
mi(C,_3)~<5r "-9. Thus, by Lemma 2 and the fact that r + 1 <r  3, we have mi(C,) - -  
mi(C,,_2) + mi(C,_3)~<5r ~-8 + 5r ~-9 <5r n-6. [~] 
Lemma 4 (Hujter and Tuza [10]; Jou [12]). mi(GUH)=mi(G)mi (H)  Jor an)' twa 
disjoint graphs G and H. 
Theorem 5 (Hujter and Tuza [10]). I f  G is a triangle-Jree graph of  order n>~ 1. ther,~ 
r n, i f  n is even, 
mi (G)<. fo(n) := 5r "-5, i f  n is odd. 
Furthermore, mi(G) = fo(n) if  and only if  
{~ K2, i f  n is even, G ~F0(n) := 
C5 U ~-K2 ,  if  n is odd. 
3. Main result 
The main result of  this paper is to establish the maximum value of  mi(G) for a 
connected triangle-free graph G of order n. To do this, we in fact find the second and 
the third largest values of  mi(G) for a triangle-free graph G of order n, and then use 
this to prove the result for the connected case. More precisely, we have Theorems 6 
and 7 below. 
For even n>~10, let F l (n ) :=2CsU( (n -  10)/2)K2, see Fig. 1. By Lemma 4, 
mi(F1 (n)) = fl (n) := 25r n- 10. 
Theorem 6. I f  G is a triangle-free graph of  order n>~l such that G~Fo(n)  and 
G~F l (n ) ,  then 
3r "-4 i f  n is even, 
mi(G) <<. fz(n)  := 
r n-I i f  n is odd. 
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//8 T2,+1 
Fig. 2. Graphs H7, H8 and Tz~_l. 
.-g- 
n is even n is odd 
Fig. 3. Graph H(n),  where the dotted edge may or may not exist. 
Furthermore, mi(G)= fz(n) if and only if 
~ P4U ~K2 or H8 U ~K2,  i fn  is even, 
G ~F2(n) := / HTu eSzx2 or v2~+l o~K2 with O<~s<~ ~,  if n is odd, 
where H7, [18 and T2.~ 1 are shown in Fig. 2. 
Theorem 7. I f  G is a connected triangle-free 9raph of order n/>22, then 
5r n-6, if n is even, 
mi( G) <<. h(n ) := 
r "-1 , i fn  is odd. 
Furthermore, mi(G) = h(n) if and only if G -~ H(n), where H(n) is the 9raph obtained 
from C5 U((n -  6)/2)K2 (respectively, ( (n -  1)/2)/£2) by addin9 a new vertex x that 
is adjacent o exactly one vertex of each K2 and one or two non-adjacent vertices of 
C5 when n is even (respectively, odd), see Fi 9. 3. 
We shall prove Theorem 6 by induction on n. We may also prove Theorem 7 in 
a similar way. However, this takes nearly the same length as and has many overlaps 
with the proof of Theorem 6. Hence, we in fact put the two proofs together as below, 
which is essentially the proof for Theorem 6 with an adaptation for Theorem 7. Note 
that in the proof, we only need to use the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6 
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to prove both theorems. This is because that even for proving Theorem 7, the deletion 
of  some vertices from a connected graph results in a graph that is not necessarily 
connected. 
Proof of Theorems 6 and 7. According to Lemmas 1 and 4, one can check thai: 
mi(~(n))  = f2(n) and mi(H(n) )=h(n)  by induction. Note that h(n)<j~(n)  for even 
n and h(n)=f2(n)  for odd n. Theorem 6 is clearly true for n~<3. Assume n~>4 and 
suppose Theorem 6 is true for all nf<n.  Let G be a triangle-free graph of order n 
We shall consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. G is disconnected. In this case, we only discuss Theorem 6. Assume G 
is not isomorphic to Fo(n) or Fl(n). Then either G has a component which is nei-- 
ther C5 nor K_~, or else G~aCsUbKz  with a~>3 and b>~0. In any case, either 
G~-3C5 or G-G1 ©G2, where G1 and G2 are triangle-free of order n3 and n2, 
respectively, such that G2 ~F0(n2) and G2 ~Ft(n2). For the first case, n = 15 and 
mi(G) = 53= 125 < 128 = f2(n). For the second case, by Theorem 5, mi(Gi )~< j'il(nl ): 
and by the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6, mi(G2)~j'~(n2). Then, by 
Lemma 4, 
mi(G) = mi(Gi )mi(G2) <~fo(nL )f_~ (n2) 
{ r"13r ''e-4 = 3t .... 4 if n~ is even and n, is even, 
r,,~r,,_~ I=r , ,  l, if nl is even and n2 is odd, 
5r"~-S3r"~-4<r"- I ,  it'nl is odd and n: is even, 
5r,,~-51 .... I <3r"  ~, if nl is odd and n_~ is odd. 
Hence, mi(G)~<j)(n). Moreover, if mi(G)=f_,(n),  then nl is even, mi(Gi) liffnl I 
and mi(G2)=J~(nx).  By Theorem 5 and the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6, 
Gi ~ (nl/2)K2 and G2 ~&(n2) ,  which imply G ~ ~(n) .  
Case 2. G is connected. Now, we shall discuss both Theorems 6 and 7. Note that 
G~Fo(n)  and G~Fl (n )  unless G is C5, for which Theorem 6 holds and Theorem 7 
need not be proved. 
Subcase 2.1 .6 (G)= 1, i.e., G has a leaf x adjacent o some rertex y. Suppose G-  
N~;[x] ~F0(n-2)  or G-N~;[x] ~- Fl(n--2), i.e., G N~;[x] aC5 U ( (n -2 -5a) /2 )Kz  with 
0~<a~<2. Note that n and a are of  the same parity. Since G is connected and triangle.- 
free, y is adjacent o exactly one vertex (respectively, two non-adjacent vertices) in 
each of the ah (respectively, a2) copies of C5, where at +a_~ = a; and exactly one vertex 
in each K, of G-Nc;[x] .  Then, G N~i[y]~-aiP4Ua2(Ki UK~)U( (n -  2 -  5a)./2)KI. 
So, by Lemma 4, 
mi(G - Nc;[x])=mi(aCs)mi(" Q-~"-~ " K2) 5"r" z 5,, 
and 
,, 2 5,, v 2'" mi(G - No,[y])=mi(alP4)mi(a2(Ki UK2))mi( 2 '~1)= 3 . . . .  ' 
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Hence, by Lemma 1, 
mi(G) = mi(G - No[x]) + mi(G - No[y]) = 5ar n-2-5a + 3a'2 a2 
1<<.3rn-4=f2(n), if a=0 and n~>4 even, 
r ~-2 + 1 <5r~_6=h(n) ' if a=0 and n~>8 even, 
<~ (<~rn- l=fz(n) ,  i f a= l  and n~>7 odd, 
5r"-7 +3 / <r"- l=h(n) '  i f a= l  and n~>9 odd, 
25rn-12+9<5rn-6<3r"-4, if a=2 and n~>12 even. 
Therefore, mi(G)~f2(n) if n>~4 and mi(G)<h(n) if n>~8. Moreover, if m i (G)= 
fz(n), then either n=4 and a=0 and G~-P4 =F2(4), or else n =7 and a=al = 1 and 
G~-H7 = F2(7). 
Suppose G-No[x] ~F0(n-2)  and G-N6[x] ~ Fl (n-2) .  By the induction hypothesis 
for Theorem 6, mi(G-NG[x])<~ f2(n-2).  Since G-NG[y] is triangle-free, by Theorem 
5, mi (G-  NG[y])<<.fo(n- ING[y]I). For the case in which n is even and ING[y]I =3 
it follows that G - No[y] ~Fl(n - 3) because n - 3 is odd, whereas Fl(n -- 3) exists 
only when n - 3 is even. We may also assume that G - NG[y] ~Fo(n - 3), for G - 
No[y] TM Fo(n-3) implies G TM H(n) and then the theorems hold. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis for Theorem 6, mi (G-  NG[y])<~f2(n- 3 )=r" -a=fo(n -  4). Thus, by 
Lemma 1, 
mi(G) = mi(G - No[x]) + mi(G - No[y]) 
<~ f2(n -- 2) + ~ fo(n -- 4), if n is even, 
( fo(n 3), if n is odd, 
f 3r (~-2)-4 + r ~-4 = 5r ~-6 =h(n)<fz(n),  if n is even, 
r {n-2)-I +rn -3  =r  "- l  =h(n)=fz(n),  i fn  is odd. 
Moreover, if n>~22 is even and mi(G)=h(n), then mi (G-  Nc[x] )=f2(n-  2) and 
mi (G-  NG[y])=fo(n-  4)= f2 (n -  3). By the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6, 
G-  Nc[x]~--F2(n- 2). And y is adjacent to one or two vertices in G-  NG[x]. 
Since G is connected, G-  No[x] has at most two components. Thus, n ~< 12, which is 
impossible. 
Also, if n is odd and mi(G)=h(n)=f2(n),  then mi (G-  Nc[x] )=f2(n-  2) and 
mi(G -Nc[y ] )=fo(n  - 3). By Theorem 5, G -N6[y]  ~- ~-2K2 has exactly n - 3 
vertices. Let NG(y)= {x,z}. Since G is connected and triangle-free, z is adjacent o 
exactly one vertex of each/£2 in G - NG[y], i.e., G ~ T, =H(n)  =Fz(n). 
Subcase 2.2: a (G)= A(G)=2.  In this case, G ~ C, and the theorems follow from 
Lemma 3. 
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Subcase 2.3: 6(G)= 2 and A(G)= 3. Since G is connected, there exists a vertex 
of degree 3 adjacent to a vertex y of degree two, say No(y)  = {z,x}. Then y is a leaf 
adjacent o z in G-  x. 
Suppose G - NG [y] = G - x - Nc-x [y] ~ Fo(n - 3 ) or Fl (n - 3), i.e., G - Nc [y] ~ aCt 
UbK2 where 0~<a~<2 and b~>0. Since G is connected and triangle-free such that 
6(G) = 2, each copy of C5 has at least one vertex adjacent to x or z, and each copy of 
/(2 has one vertex adjacent to x and the other to z. As degc(z)~<3 = degG(x), we have 
G-No[y]  -~ 2/£2 or 675 or 2(75 or (75 UK2 or 2C5 UK2. For the case of G-N6.[y] ~ 2K2., 
mi(G)=7<8=f2(7)=f2(n) .  For the other cases, either G~Hs=F2(8) ,  or we cart 
find two adjacent vertices x / and y'  with degc(x~)=3 and degG( J )=2 such that. 
G - x' - Nc;_~, [y'] ~ Fo(n - 3) and G - x' - NG x' [Y'] ~ F1 (n - 3). So, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that G - x - No-x[y] ~Fo(n  - 3) and G - x - Nc-,-[y] 7' 
Fl(n - 3). 
For n >/20, suppose G - x - NG-x [z] ----- F0 (m) or FI (m), i.e., G - x - No-,. [z] ~ aC,~ 
UbK2 for some 0~<a~<2 and b>~0. Since there are at most 6 edges between {x}U 
No_x[z] and G -x  - No-x[Z], a + 2b~<6 and so n~<5 + 5a + 2b~< 19, a contradiction. 
Thus G - x - No-x [z] ~ F0(m) and G - x - NG-x [z] ~ Fi (m) when n >/20. Similarly, 
G - No[x] ~Fo(n  - 4) and G - No[x] ~F l (n  - 4) when n>~20. 
So, by Lemma 1, Theorem 5, and the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6, 
mi(G) ~< mi(G - x) + mi(G - No[x]) 
= mi(G - x - N~-x[y]) + mi(G - x - N(; x[Z]) + mi(G - No[x]) 
f2 (n -3 )+fo(n -4)+fo(n -4) ,  if n>~4, 
<~ f2(n -3 )+f2(n -4)+f2(n -4) ,  i fn~>20, 
{ r~-4+r~-4+r~-4=3r" -4=f2(n) ,  i fn~>4 is even, 3r~-7+5rn-9+5r" -9=r~- l=f2(n) ,  i fn>~4is  odd, ~< r "-4 + 3r ~-8 + 3r "-8 = 5r  n -6  = h(n), if n ~>20 is even, 
3 r ' -7+r  ~ 5+r~-5=7r~-7<h(n) ,  i fn~>20 is odd. 
Moreover, for n>~4, if mi(G)=f2(n) ,  then mi (G-  x-  NG x [y ] )=f2(n -  3) and 
mi(G-x -No_x[z ] )  = mi (G-No[x] )  = f0(n -4) .  By Theorem 5, G-x-NG_x[Z]  ~- G-  
Nc[x ] -~Fo(n -4) ,  which is bK2 or CsUbK2. Also, degG(z)=2. So, z is in a copy of 
K2 of G-No[x] .  There are at most 5 edges between No[x] and G -No[x ] ,  so b~<2. 
Then, G - x - Nc_x[z] is (b - 1)K2 or C5 U(b - 1)K2 with some edges joining to 
No(x) - {y}, which is impossible to be isomorphic to Fo(n - 4). 
Also, for even n>~20, if mi(G)=h(n) ,  then mi (G-  x-  Nc -x [y ] )=f2(n -  3) and 
mi(G - x - Nc -x [Z] )=mi (G - NG[x])= f2(n - 4). By the induction hypothesis for 
Theorem 6, G-No[x]  ~F2(n-4) .  Since there are at most 5 edges between No(x) and 
G - No[x], G - No[x] has at most 3 components and so is of order at most 12. Then 
n ~< 16, a contradiction. 
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From the above arguments, we also have the following claim. 
Claim 1. I f  G is a connected triangle-free graph of odd order n such that 6(G) = 2 
and A(G)=3,  then mi(G)<r"  I when n>~4 and mi(G)<7r"  7 when n~>20. 
Subcase 2.4: 6(G)= A(G)= 3. In this case, n is" even. Choose a non-cut-vertex x.
Then, G-x  is connected and 6(G-x)= 2. Suppose G-No[x] ~F0(n-4)  or ~FL(n-4) ,  
which is aC5 UbK2 for 0~<a~<2 and b~>0. Since there are 6 edges between N6(x) and 
G-  NG[x], G -  NG[X] has at most 4 components and hence at most 14 vertices. Then, 
n~18.  Thus, for n>~22, G-NG[x]~Fo(n -4)  and G-N~;[x ]~F I (n -4 ) .  Then, by 
Lemma 1, Claim 1, Theorem 5, and the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6, 
mi(G) ~< mi(G - x) + mi(G - NG[X]) 
{ rn-2 + fo(n -- 4)=r" -2  + r'~ 4= 3r'~-4= f2(n), if n~>5, 
< 7rn-8+f2(n - -4 )=7r" -8+3rn  S=5r"-6=h(n) ,  ifn~>22. 
Subcase 2.5:6(G)~>2 and A(G)~>4. Suppose that G has a vertex w such that 
G-w ~ Fo(n-1)  or G-w ~ Fl (n -  1 ). Since 6(G)~> 2 and G is connected and triangle- 
free, we have G-w-~ C5 or 2C5, and w is adjacent o 2 or 3 or 4 vertices in G-w that 
form an independent set. There are four such graphs. By a straightforward calculation, 
either n = 6 with mi(G) = 5, or n = 11 with mi(G) = 25. Thus, mi(G) < h(n) = f2(n). 
So we may assume that G-  w~Fo(n-  1) and G-  w~Fl (n -  1) for any vertex w. 
Choose a vertex x with degc(x)=A(G)~4.  By the induction hypothesis for 
Theorem 6, we have mi (G-  x)<~f2(n-  1). Since G-  Na[x] is a triangle-free graph 
of order at most n -  5, by Theorem 5, mi (G-  N~;[x])<<.fo(n- 5). By Lemma 1, 
mi(G) ~< mi(G - x) + mi(G - Nc[x])<~f2(n - 1) + fo(n - 5) 
= j ' r '~-Z÷5rn  1°<3r" 4=f2(n) ,  i fn  is even, 
3r " -5+r ' -5=r  " l=h(n)=f2(n  ), i fn  is odd. 
Also, if n is odd and mi(G)=h(n)=f2(n) ,  then degc(x )=4 and mi (G-  x )= 
f2 (n -  1) and mi (G- -NG[x] )=fo(n -  5). By Theorem 5 and the induction hypothesis 
for Theorem 6, G -x  ~ Fz(n - 1 ) and G - No[x] ~- ((n - 5)/2)/£2. Since G is connected 
and triangle-free, G-  x contains no /£2 as an induced subgraph, i.e., G -  x ~P4 or 
Hs. However G-  NG[X] is obtained from G-  x by deleting four independent vertices, 
which is impossible. 
Next, we prove Theorem 7 for even n>~22. Note that G-  NG[x] is a triangle-free 
graph with at most n -5  vertices. Also, G-Na[x] ~F0(n-5)  for n~>21 by an argument 
similar to that in Subcase 2.4. Also, G - NG[x]~FI(n - 5) since n - 5 is odd and 
Fl(n - 5) exists only when n - 5 is even. By Theorem 5 and the induction hypothesis 
for Theorem 6, 
mi(G) ~< mi(G - x) ÷ mi(G - Ng[x]) 
<~ f2(n-- 1)+max{f2(n - -5 ) , f0 (n - -6 )}=r  '~2 +r,, 6=5r"-6=h(n) .  
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Moreover, if mi(G)=h(n), then mi (G-  x)=f2(n 1) and mi(G N(;[x])= 
f (n -  5) : J~(n  6). By Theorem 5 and the induction hypothesis for Theorem 6. 
G-  x ~(n  1) and G-  Nc;[x] ~-k)(n -5) or Fil(n- 6). Since G is connected and 
triangle-free, G x has no K2 as an induced subgraph. Consequently, G -  x ~ it,, 1 
As (~(G) -2 ,  x is adjacent o all leaves of  7",, i. Thus, G N(;[x] is a subgraph of 
KI.t,,~ 2)2, which is ~(n  - 5) or F0(n - 6) only for n 4 or 6, a contradiction. ' 
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